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DIGITAL SERVICE HIERARCHY LEVEL 3 
(DS3) APPLICATION DETECTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to telecommunications net 

Works and, more speci?cally, to application identi?cation 
Within digital service hierarchy level 3 netWorks. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Digital service hierarchy level 3 (DS3) is a digital, dedi 

cated, private-line service that provides high-capacity trans 
port for combinations of data, voice, and video applications. 
DS3 is a North American standard developed and standard 
ized by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) T1 
sub-committee. Relevant speci?cations include “Network 
and Customer Installation InterfacesiDS3 Metallic Inter 
face Speci?cation,” T1.404-2002 (herein “T1.104”) and 
“Digital HierarchyiFormats Speci?cations”, T1.107-2002 
(herein “T1.107”). Each speci?cation is incorporated herein 
by reference in its entirety. 
DS3 Was initially designed to assist voice carriers in con 

solidating multiple, loWer-speed voice connections into a 
single high-speed communication path betWeen a data source 
and a data sink. Most carriers moved to DS3 technology in the 
late 1970s. Today, DS3 serves as the physical interface for a 
Wide variety of point-to-point and site-to-site communication 
applications. 

It should be noted that, in the literature and in this docu 
ment, the terms “DSn” Where n is one of {3, 2, 1, 0} Will be 
used synonymously With the terms “Tn.” HoWever, strictly 
speaking, DSn is actually the contract between a carrier and 
an end user at a particular level n of the digital service hier 
archy, the contract de?ning a service level and cost, While Tn 
is a DSn signal that is sent over terrestrial lines. 
DS3 is a multiplex of loWer-speed digital services (namely 

levels 0, 1, and 2 of the digital service hierarchy). A DS3 is 
typically formed by multiplexing together seven digital ser 
vice hierarchy level 2 (DS2/T2) services in an M23 multi 
plexor. Each of these DS2 services is, in turn, formed by 
multiplexing together four digital service hierarchy level 1 
(DS1/T1) services in an M12 multiplexor. Generally, each 
DS1/T1service is formed by multiplexing together 24 DSO/ 
T0 services. A DSO/TO is a 64 kbps service typically used to 
carry a digital representation of a roughly 3 kHz analog voice 
signal sampled With an 8-bit companding A/D at 8 kHz. 
Each frame (also knoWn as an M-frame) of a DS3 service 

is composed of seven sub-frames (also knoWn as M-sub 
frames) corresponding to the seven DS2s that contribute to 
the DS3 multiplex. Among various overhead bits added to 
DS2 and DS3 frames, “stuf?ng” or “C-bits” are provided to 
deal With synchronization of the services at each level, given 
that the timing for the multiplexed services can potentially be 
based on clocks that are asynchronous to each other. There are 
tWenty-one C-bits provided per M-frame. These are labeled 
Cij Where ie {1,2,3},j e {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, Wherej corresponds 
to the M-subframe. So, for example, C11 (also knoWn as 
application identi?cation channel (AIC) signal) is the ?rst 
C-bit of the ?rst M-subframe and C37 is the third C-bit in the 
seventh M-subframe. 

There are tWo primary applications for DS3 speci?ed in 
T1-107. The ?rst, termed M23, uses the C-bits as stu?ing bits 
to accommodate synchronization betWeen multiplexed 
streams as described above. The second, knoWn as C-bit 
parity, assumes either that the incoming pseudo DS2 bit 
streams are synchronous or that the DS3 is unchannelized 
data at 44.210 Mbit/s. In the C-bit parity case, the C-bits are 
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2 
not needed for stu?ing purposes. They are thus utilized to 
improving management and performance functions. T1.107 
(section 9.3.1) declares that the ?rst C-bit in M-subframe 1 
(the AIC signal) shall be set to 1 to identify the application of 
the DS3 service as C-bit parity. Thus, it is suggested by the 
standard that an endpoint (i.e., sink) for a DS3 link could use 
the state of this signal to detect the application; C-bit parity if 
the AIC signal is logical one, and M23 if the AIC signal is 
logical zero. 

HoWever, in an M23 application, there remains a small 
probability that the AIC signal Will be set to logical one as 
alluded to in a footnote in T1.107 (section 9.3.1). This can 
lead to a false-positive indication of the C-bit parity applica 
tion. Such a detection error might eventually be resolved, but 
only after delays in synchronization at the sink end of the DS3 
stream. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

When an M-frame uses the C-bit parity application, the 
C-bit parity bits of the third frame, namely C31, C32, and C33 
(referred to as the CP-bits) are alWays set (one hundred per 
cent of the time) to be the same as the parity (P) bits of the DS3 
overhead structure. HoWever, When an M-frame uses the M23 
application, the CP-bits Will only equal the P-bits approxi 
mately ?fty percent of the time. Thus, by observing the rela 
tive state of the CP-bits and the P-bits, a more robust C-bit 
parity application detection scheme can be developed. 

Thus one embodiment of the present invention is a method 
for detecting the C-bit parity application that is used by a DS3 
service by observing the relative state of the CP- and P-bits of 
one or more DS3 M-frames. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is a method 
for detecting the C-bit parity application used by a DS3 ser 
vice by observing the relative state of the CP- and P-bits of 
one or more DS3 M-frames and also the AIC signal of one or 
more DS3 M-frames. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is an appli 
cation detection apparatus. The apparatus is adapted to 
receive at least CP and P-bits from one or more DS3 
M-frames of a DS3 service, observe the relative logical state 
of the CP and P-bits, and determine the application used by 
the DS3 service based on these observations. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is a C-bit 
parity application detector circuit that receives a CP-bit and a 
P-bit from each of a group of one or more M-frames of a DS3 
service. For each M-frame in the group, the detector circuit 
performs a logical XOR betWeen the CP-bit and the P-bit for 
that M-frame. The detector circuit further performs a logical 
OR betWeen the XOR results from each M-frame in the group 
and outputs a C-bit parity format detect signal if the result is 
zero. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is a method, 
in a communication system conforming to digital service 
hierarchy level 3 (DS3), for detecting that a DS3 service is 
operating in C-bit parity application. The method includes (1) 
comparing at least one CP-bit and at least one P-bit from one 
or more M-frames of the DS3 service, Where bits C1, C2, and 
C3 of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame are CP-bits, and bit P1 
of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 of each M-frame 
are P-bits; and (2) determining that the DS3 service is oper 
ating in the C-bit parity application based on the comparison. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is a method, 
in a communication system conforming to digital service 
hierarchy level 3 (DS3), for detecting that a DS3 service is 
operating in C-bit parity application. The method includes (1) 
means for comparing at least one CP-bit and at least one P-bit 
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from one or more M-frames of the DS3 service, Where bits 
C1, C2, and C3 of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame are CP 
bits, and bit P1 of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 
of each M-frame are P-bits; and (2) means for determining 
that the DS3 service is operating in the C-bit parity applica 
tion based on the comparison. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is an appa 
ratus for detecting that a DS3 service is operating in C-bit 
parity application. This apparatus operates in a communica 
tion system conforming to digital service hierarchy level 3 
(DS3). The apparatus includes (1) circuitry adapted to com 
pare at least one CP-bit and at least one P-bit from one or more 

M-frames of the DS3 service, Wherein (i) bits C1, C2, and C3 
of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame are CP-bits, and (ii) bit P1 
of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 of each M-frame 
are P-bits, and (2) circuitry adapted to determine that the DS3 
service is operating in the C-bit parity application based on 
the comparison. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other aspects, features, and advantages of the present 
invention Will become more fully apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description, the appended claims, and the accompa 
nying draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates the overhead bits associated With the 
M-subframes of an M-frame of a DS3 signal. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a method for detecting the C-bit parity 
application in a DS3 service according to one embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 3 illustrates a C-bit application detector circuit 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a combination mode C-bit application 
detector circuit according to another embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary netWork device embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Reference herein to “one embodiment” or “an embodi 
ment” means that a particular feature, structure, or character 
istic described in connection With the embodiment can be 
included in at least one implementation of the invention. The 
appearances of the phrase “in one embodiment” in various 
places in the speci?cation are not necessarily all referring to 
the same embodiment, nor are separate or alternative embodi 
ments necessarily mutually exclusive of other embodiments. 

Introduction 
There are 56 frame-overhead bits in an M-frame of a DS3 

signal, eight bits associated With each of seven subframes, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1. These bits are divided into channels. The 
channels include the M-frame alignment channel (M1, M2, 
and M3), the M-subframe alignment channel (F 1, F2, F3, and 
E4), the P-bit channel (P1 and P2), the X-bit channel @(1 and 
X2), and the C-bit channel (C1, C2, and C3). 

There are tWo primary applications supported by a DS3 
service. These applications are M-23 and C-bit parity. Each of 
these applications uses the C-bit channel for different pur 
poses. 

As set forth in T1.107, section 9.1.1.5, “The C-bit channel 
(C1, C2, and C3) bit positions are reserved for application 
speci?c uses settable by DS3 sources. The M23 multiplex 
application (see 9.2) uses the C-bits to indicate the presence 
or absence of stu?ing bits. C-bit parity applications (see 9.3) 
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4 
use the C-bits to provide additional capabilities.” These capa 
bilities, as noted earlier, include improved management and 
performance functions. 

The ?rst C-bit of the ?rst M-subframe of an M-frame is also 
knoWn as an AIC signal. T1.107 indicates that the state of the 
AIC signal, in addition to “secondary” methods, can be used 
to determine the application in use by DS3 service. T1.107 
states, section 9.1.2, “The ?rst C-bit in M-subframe 1 shall be 
used as an application identi?cation channel (AIC) signal to 
identify the speci?c DS3 M-frame application (See 9.2, 9.3, 
and 9.4). The M23 AIC signal is a byproduct of the stuf?ng 
control procedures of 9.2 and may be expected to carry a 
mixture of logical 1s and 0s. For C-bit parity applications, the 
C1 bit shall be set to 1.” T1.107 further footnotes “The AIC 
signal may not be su?icient for determining identi?cation of 
a C-bit parity application Without con?rmation by secondary 
methods such as the presence of Zeros in the FEBE bit posi 
tions. Error rates may also impact the identi?cation.” 

Also in T1 . 107, section 9.5.3 covering the C-bit parity 
application of DS3, states, “The three C-bits in M-subframe 3 
are designated as CP-bits and shall be used to carry DS3-path 
parity information. At the DS3 network equipment transmit 
ter, the three CP-bits shall be set to the same value as the tWo 
P-bits.” 

Further, T1.107, section 9.1.1.3, states, “the P-bit channel 
(P1 and P2) shall be used for performance monitoring and 
shall be set to 11 (P1:and P2:1) or 00 (P1:0 and P2:0). The 
P-bits bits are set according to the rules stated in 9.1.5” 

Thus, in the absence of bit stream errors, Within an 
M-frame, a CP-bit can be expected to be equal to the C-bit in 
a C-bit parity application one-hundred percent of the time (as 
long as no transmission errors are incurred). However, in an 
M23 application, the state of the CP-bits is based on the 
relationship of the clocks of the feeder streams of the DS3 
M-frame. 

Given the foregoing information, apparatus and methods 
for detecting the C-bit parity application of DS3 are provided 
as described in the folloWing sections. 

C-Bit Parity Detection Method 
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for detecting the C-bit parity 

application in a DS3 service according to one embodiment of 
the present invention. In step 202 of the method, the param 
eters NuniFrames and DetectThreshold are input. Num 
Frames speci?es the number of M-frames the method Will 
consider before making a C-bit parity detection conclusion. 
In one embodiment NumFrames can be one. In other embodi 
ments, NumFrames can be more than one. DetectThreshold is 
an integer threshold representing the minimum number of 
frames for Which the CP-bit and P-bit must match in order for 
the method to conclude that the C-bit parity application is 
being used. Assuming error-free transmission, DetectThresh 
old could be set equal to NumFrames. HoWever, given that 
errors may be present in received DS3 frames, DetectThresh 
old may sometimes be set to less than NumFrames. In step 
204, the counter variables DetectCount and FrameCount are 
initialiZed to Zero. Then, in step 206, the next complete 
M-frame is received and the FrameCount is incremented by 
one. In step 208, a CP-bit and a P-bit are extracted from the 
M-frame and, in step 210, they are compared With each other. 
If they fail to match, then the method loops back to step 206. 
HoWever, if they match, then, in step 212, the variable Detect 
Count is incremented by one. In step 214, DetectCount is 
compared With DetectThreshold. If DetectCount is greater 
than or equal to DetectThreshold, then, in step 216, an indi 
cator of C-bit parity detection is output and the method com 
pletes in step 218. If DetectCount is less than DetectThresh 
old, then, in step 220, FrameCount is compared With 
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NumFrames and, if FrameCount is less, then the method 
loops back to step 206. If FrameCount is greater than or equal 
to NumFrames, then the method has failed to detect the C-bit 
parity application, and processing loops back to step 204 to 
essentially start over. Since the method has failed to detect the 
C-bit parity application, it is thus assumed that the system is 
operating in the M23 application. 
As an example, if the DS3 application is M23, in step 202, 

parameters NumFrames and DetectThreshold are input With 
values of four and three respectively. In step 204, Detect 
Count and FrameCount are initialiZed to Zero. In step 206, a 
?rst DS3 M-frame is received and FrameCount is incre 
mented to one. A CP-bit and a P-bit are extracted from the 
M-frame in step 208, and in step 210 the CP-bit and the P-bit 
are compared. If the test of step 210 fails, in step 206, the next 
M-frame Will be received and the frame count incremented to 
tWo.A CP-bit and a P-bit Will be extracted in step 208 and they 
Will be compared in step 210. In an M23 application, a P-bit, 
Which is a function of the data payload of the DS3 signal, is 
assumed to have roughly an equal probability of being either 
high or loW, and a CP-bit, Which is a function of the skeW 
betWeen the DS3 clock and the clocks of the DS2s from Which 
the DS3 signal is composed, also is assumed to have an equal 
probability of being either high or loW. Thus, in an M23 
application, on the Whole, there is approximately a ?fty per 
cent probability that the bits Will be equal to each other for 
each M-frame received, so for approximately ?fty percent of 
M-frames, the test of step 210 Will fail, and for approximately 
?fty percent of the M-frames the test of step 210 Will pass. 
Thus, in this example, it is assumed that the ?rst tWo times the 
test at step 210 executes, the test fails and the method loops 
back to step 206. DetectCount is thus still Zero. However, it is 
assumed that the third time the test of step 210 is run, the 
CP-bit is found equal to the P-bit. DetectCount is then incre 
mented to one in step 212 and DetectCount (noW one) is 
found to be less than DetectThreshold (three) in step 214. The 
method then proceeds to step 220 Where FrameCount (three) 
is found to be less than NuniFrames (four). The method then 
proceeds to step 206 Where another M-frame is received and 
FrameCount is incremented to four. A pair of CP- and P-bits 
are extracted from the neW M-frame in step 208 and the test of 
step 210 again passes, DetectCount is then incremented to 
tWo in step 212, found to be less than DetectThreshold in step 
214, and the method essentially restarts after the test of step 
220 fails When FrameCount (four) is found to not be less than 
NumFrames (also four). In this case, no C-bit parity applica 
tion indicator is output. It is thus assumed that the application 
is M23. 

HoWever, in another example, if the DS3 application is 
C-bit parity, given the values of parameters NumFrames and 
DetectThreshold of four and three, respectively, and assum 
ing no transmission errors, the test of step 210 Will pass each 
time it is executed. Following the third time the test of step 
210 is executed, DetectCount Will be incremented to three in 
step 212 and Will be found equal to DetectThreshold in the 
test of step 214 and in step 216 the C-bit parity application 
detect indicator Will be output. 

C-Bit Parity Detection Apparatus 
FIG. 3 illustrates a C-bit application detector circuit 300 

according to one embodiment of the present invention. Cir 
cuit 300, Which may be part of an integrated circuit, includes 
N-bit shift registers CP_SREG 302 and P_SREG 304, NXOR 
gates 306, and an inverter gate 308. 

In operation, a CP-bit from a DS3 M-frame received at time 
j-N is shifted into the leftmost bit position 310 of shift register 
CP_SREG 302 and a P-bit from the same M-frame is shifted 
into the leftmost bit position 312 of shift register P_SREG 
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6 
304. At the same time, the bit value that Was previously held 
by bit position 310 of shift register CP_SREG 302 is shifted 
right to the next bit position 314 of that register. Similarly, the 
bit value that Was previously held by bit position 312 of shift 
register P_SREG 304 is shifted right to the next bit position 
316 of that register. The rest of the bits in the remaining bit 
positions of each of shift registers 302 and 304 are likeWise 
shifted to the right by one bit position in agreement With the 
generally understood principles of operation of shift registers. 
As each successive DS3 M-frame is received, a neW CP-bit 

is shifted into CP_SREG 302 and a neW P-bit is shifted into 
P_SREG 3 04. After N bits have been shifted into each register 
and each time thereafter that a neW M-frame arrives, the 
values of bits of CP_SREG 302 and the P_SREG 304 are 
bitWise XOR’ed With each other. For example, the value of 
the bit stored in the leftmost bit position 310 of CP_SREG 
302 is XOR’ ed With the value of the bit stored in the leftmost 
bit position 312 of P_SREG 304, the value of the bit stored in 
the second to the leftmost bit position 314 of CP_SREG 302 
is XOR’ed With the value of the bit stored in the second to the 
leftmost bit position 316 of P_SREG 304, and so on. The 
outputs of XOR gates 306 are Wired-OR’ ed together and the 
result is inverted by inverter gate 308 such that if all XOR 
outputs are logically Zero, the resultant signal CParityDetect 
is a logic one or high or logically TRUE. Note that in one 
embodiment, N can be one, While in other embodiments, N 
can be more than one. 

As an example, if the DS3 application is M23, the CP-bits 
and P-bits that are shifted into the shift registers 302 and 304, 
respectively, Will not be equal to each other one hundred 
percent of the time. Thus, one or more of XORs 306 Will 
output a one and the Wired OR that feeds inverter 308 Will be 
driven high. This Will drive output CparityDetect of inverter 
308 to Zero, indicating the M23 application. HoWever, if the 
DS3 application is C-bit parity, the CP-bits and P-bits that are 
shifted into the shift registers 302 and 304, respectively, 
should substantially equal to each other one hundred percent 
of the time (With the exception of When transmission errors 
occur). Thus, all XORs 306 Will output a logical Zero and the 
Wired OR that is an input to inverter 308 Will remain a logical 
Zero. This Will drive output CparityDetect of inverter 308 to 
logical one, indicating the C-bit parity application. Use of 
debouncing circuitry on the inverter output can minimiZe the 
effect of transmission errors on the detected state as Would be 
understood to one skilled in the art. 

With appropriate circuitry, the detector can be imple 
mented in a Way that the shift register length and hence the 
number N of frames considered is programmable. Similarly, 
the C-bit parity application could be implemented by a means 
of a pair of single-bit registers, one for the CP-bit and one for 
the P-bit, a single XOR, and a counter. Such an implementa 
tion Would provide for the addition of a threshold that Would 
alloW for the toleration of erroneous bits associated With 
transmission errors, as discussed relative to the method 
embodiment of the present invention illustrated by FIG. 2. 
These and other variants of the implementation Would be 
understood to one to one skilled in the art given the concept of 
the present invention and are thus Within the scope and 
breadth of the present invention. 

Combinations With Use of AIC 
The method of FIG. 2, or the apparatus of FIG. 3, or 

alternative embodiments thereof that Would be understood to 
those skilled in the art, can be combined in various Ways With 
a method or apparatus, respectively, for detecting the C-bit 
parity application based on the observation of the AIC signal 
as recommended by Tl.l07 (section 9.1.2). An example of 
such a combined apparatus is illustrated by FIG. 4. Here, once 
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N M-frames have been received by apparatus 300 and output 
CParityDetect 404 is thus valid, the output is logically 
AND’ed (by AND gate 402) With AIC signal 406 from the 
currently received M-frame (e.g., the M-frame received at 
time j). If the result, ComboDetect 408, is a logical one (e.g., 
TRUE), then it is assumed that the C-bit parity application has 
been detected. This combination assumes equal importance 
of the AIC detection basis and the CP/ P detection basis. Other 
combinations, including those that assign different Weights to 
the tWo detection bases, are Within the scope and breadth of 
the present invention. Note that here, N can be one or more 
than one. 

Device Implementations 
The invention can be implemented in either hardWare, soft 

Ware, or some combination of hardWare and softWare, includ 
ing but not limited to: discrete hardWare logic, application 
speci?c integrated circuit, custom integrated circuits, pro 
grammable logic, programmable microprocessor-based sys 
tems, or netWork devices such as DS3 framers, routers, DS3 
line interface units, multiplexors, demultiplexors, and map 
pers or other multiple-interface devices such as add/ drop 
multiplexers, ATM sWitches, and other such devices Which 
incorporate multiple interfaces including DS3. One exem 
plary netWork device is the Ultramapper from Agere Systems 
of AllentoWn, Penn. 
One exemplary device embodiment of the present inven 

tion is illustrated by FIG. 5. Here netWork device 500 includes 
DS3 interface circuitry 502 that includes a DS3 application 
detector 504 (e.g., detector circuitry 300 of FIG. 3). In opera 
tion, DS3 signal 506 is received by netWork device 500 via 
DS3 interface 502. Appropriate overhead bits of one or more 
frames of the DS3 signal are passed by DS3 interface 502 to 
DS3 application detector 504 for determination of the appli 
cation used by the incoming DS3 signal. This information is 
used by the interface to help it properly interpret the bits 
received as part of the DS3 and properly recover the data 
payload from the DS3 signal. The data payload is ultimately 
delivered to netWork device 500, Which may include a net 
Work protocol stack (e.g., TCP/ IP) and other applications that 
make use of the data. 

While this invention has been described With reference to 
illustrative embodiments, this description should not be con 
strued in a limiting sense. Various modi?cations of the 
described embodiments, as Well as other embodiments of the 
invention, Which are apparent to persons skilled in the art to 
Which the invention pertains are deemed to lie Within the 
principle and scope of the invention as expressed in the fol 
loWing claims. 

Although the steps in the folloWing method claims, if any, 
are recited in a particular sequence With corresponding label 
ing, unless the claim recitations otherWise imply a particular 
sequence for implementing some or all of those steps, those 
steps are not necessarily intended to be limited to being 
implemented in that particular sequence. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for detecting that a digital service hierarchy 

level 3 (DS3) service is operating in C-bit parity application, 
the method comprising: 

comparing at least one CP-bit and at least one P-bit from 
one or more M-frames of the DS3 service, Wherein: 
bits C1, C2, and C3 of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame 

are de?ned as CP-bits; and 
bit P1 of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 of 

each M-frame are de?ned as P-bits; and 
determining that the DS3 service is operating in the C-bit 

parity application based on the comparison. 
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2. The invention of claim 1, further comprising observing 

the state of the application identi?cation channel (AIC) signal 
in at least one of the one or more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of 
M-subframe 1 of each M-frame is the AIC signal and the 
determination is further based on the observed AIC-signal 
state. 

3. The invention of claim 1, Wherein the comparing step 
compares at least one CP-bit and at least one P-bit from N 
M-frames of the DS3 service, N being greater than 1. 

4. The invention of claim 3, Wherein the DS3 service is 
determined to be operating in the C-bit parity application 
When the at least one CP-bit matches the at least one P-bit in 
a speci?ed number of the M-frames, Where the speci?ed 
number is less than or equal to N. 

5. The invention of claim 4, Wherein the speci?ed number 
is less than N. 

6. The invention of claim 3, further comprising observing 
the logic state of the AIC signal in at least one of the one or 
more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of M-subframe 1 of each 
M-frame is the AIC signal and the determination is further 
based on the observed logic state of the AIC signal. 

7. An apparatus for detecting that a digital service hierar 
chy level 3 (DS3) service is operating in C-bit parity appli 
cation, the apparatus comprising: 
means for comparing at least one CP-bit and at least one 

P-bit from one or more M-frames of the DS3 service, 
Wherein: 
bits C1, C2, and C3 of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame 

are de?ned as CP-bits; and 
bit P1 of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 of 

each M-frame are de?ned as P-bits; and 
means for determining that the DS3 service is operating in 

the C-bit parity application based on the comparison. 
8. The invention of claim 7, further comprising means for 

observing the logic state of theAlC signal in at least one of the 
one or more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of M-subframe 1 of 
each M-frame is the AIC signal and the determination is 
further based on the observed logic state of the AIC signal. 

9. The invention of claim 7, Wherein the at least one CP-bit 
and at least one P-bit from N M-frames of the DS3 service are 
compared, N being greater than 1. 

10. The invention of claim 9, Wherein the DS3 service is 
determined to be operating in the C-bit parity application 
When the at least one CP-bit matches the at least one P-bit in 
a speci?ed number of the M-frames, Where the speci?ed 
number is less than or equal to N. 

11. The invention of claim 10, Wherein the speci?ed num 
ber is less than N. 

12. The invention of claim 9, further comprising means for 
observing the logic state of theAlC signal in at least one of the 
one or more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of M-subframe 1 of 
each M-frame is the AIC signal and the determination is 
further based on the observed logic state of the AIC signal. 

13. An apparatus for detecting that a digital service hierar 
chy level 3 (DS3) service is operating in C-bit parity appli 
cation, the apparatus comprising: 

circuitry adapted to compare at least one CP-bit and at least 
one P-bit from one or more M-frames of the DS3 ser 

vice, Wherein: 
bits C1, C2, and C3 of M-subframe 3 of each M-frame 

are de?ned as CP-bits; and 
bit P1 of M-subframe 3 and bit P2 of M-subframe 4 of 

each M-frame are de?ned as P-bits; and 
circuitry adapted to determine that the DS3 service is oper 

ating in the C-bit parity application based on the com 
parison. 
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14. The invention of claim 13, further comprising circuitry 
adapted to observe the logic state of the AIC signal in at least 
one of the one or more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of M-sub 

frame 1 of each M-frame is the AIC signal and the determi 
nation is further based on the observed logic state of the AIC 
signal. 

15. The invention of claim 13, Wherein at least one CP-bit 
and at least one P-bit from N M-frames of the DS3 service are 

compared, N being greater than 1. 
16. The invention of claim 15, Wherein the DS3 service is 

determined to be operating in the C-bit parity application 
When the at least one CP-bit matches the at least one P-bit in 

a speci?ed number of the M-frames, Where the speci?ed 
number is less than or equal to N. 
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17. The invention of claim 16, Wherein the speci?ed num 

ber is less than N. 
18. The invention of claim 15, further comprising circuitry 

adapted to observe the logic state of the AIC signal in at least 
one of the one or more M-frames, Wherein bit C1 of M-sub 
frame 1 of each M-frame is the AIC signal and the determi 
nation is further based on the observed logic state of the AIC 
signal. 

19. The invention of claim 13, Wherein the apparatus is an 
integrated circuit. 

20. The invention of claim 13, Wherein the apparatus is a 
device selected from the group: network device, framer, 
server, router, mapper, multiplexor, demultiplexor, and line 
interface unit. 


